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ABSTRACT:
A survey and performance-cost analysis was made of available high
density magnetic storage devices. The study emphasized the analysis of
peripheral equipment which is IBM or UNIVAC compatible because of the
current importance of this equipment in the Navy as replacements for IBM
and UNIVAC peripheral units. The survey considered magnetic tapes, drums,
discs and mass storage devices.
Based on manufacturer specifications, significant performance-cost
differences were identified in favor of independent manufacturers of
peripheral equipment. In the case of magnetic tapes, there are insignifi-
cant performance differences among units; however, significant cost differ-
ences do exist. In the case of disc and drum units, there are significant
differences in both performance and cost among manufacturers and within
certain manufacturer product lines.
Navy users of replacement equipment indicated that actual performance
advantages do not equal advertised performance advantages and that, in some
cases, the original equipment was superior to the replacement equipment.
However, most of this information is based on qualitative experience data
reported by naval users rather than on user equipment performance measure-
ments.
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I . Summary
A survey and analysis has been made of high density peripheral storage devices
for the Navy Fleet Material Support Office. The purpose of the survey was to
identify the availability of high density devices and their potential for appli-
cation to naval ADP systems. The survey considered magnetic tapes, discs, drums
and super density devices. The focus of the survey was on peripheral units
which are compatible with IBM and Univac equipment. In each equipment category,
performance, cost and Derformance/cost relationships were identified and analyzed,
these relationships were used to classify the performance-cost of each equipment
category in order to identify similarities and dissimilarities within and between
equipment categories. In addition, naval users of high density devices were con-
tacted to obtain data on implementation experience in the areas of performance,
compatibility, service and reliability.
For most peripheral categories, significant performance and cost advantages
were identified in favor of independent manufacturers of replacement equipment.
These differences are based on manufacturer design specifications and information
appearing in technical articles. It was impossible to obtain quantitative data
from users by telephone which might corroborate manufacturer claims. Most naval
users were negative in their qualitative appraisal of independent manufacturer
disc unit performance, reliability and service. Except for service, most naval
users were satisfied with independent manufacturer tape units. However, for
various reasons which are discussed in the report, user appraisals must be dis-
counted in certain respects.
Based on this survey, high density devices are readily available and the applica-
tion potential is very great. However, information concerning equipment poten-
tial needs to be augmented by definitive information concerning actual performance
in Naval installations. A major requirement for Phase II which was identified is
the need to visit selected users of high density equipment in order to obtain
detailed data on equipment performance, compatibility, service and reliability.




In recognition of the growing importance of high density magnetic
recording and its potential for improved Naval supply ADP opera-
tions, the Fleet Material Support Office (FMSO) is sponsoring a
Digital Recording Technology Project, conducted by faculty and
graduate students of the Naval Postgraduate School. The project
is being conducted in two phases. The first phase, which is the
subject of this report, involves a survey and analysis of technical
literature and manufacturer specifications in order to determine
sj the characteristics and availability of high density magnetic
recording equipment. In addition, comments were obtained from
users concerning their implementation experience with high density
magnetic storage devices.
In the second phase, the information collected during the first
phase will be used to determine the potential for applying high
density recording devices in Naval supply applications.
B. Scope
The survey included magnetic tapes, discs and drums. Units which
are plug compatible with IBM peripheral equipment were emphasized,
since the Navy currently has a major interest and investment in this
replacement market. Due to the smaller number of installations,
UNIVAC compatible units were considered to a lesser extent.
As used in this report, high density refers to greater than 800
bytes per inch in the case of tapes and greater than 1000 bits per
inch in the case of discs and drums.
Users contacted consist of Navy installations which have installed
IBM or UNIVAC plug compatible units under ADPES0 contracts.
C. Approach
Over 100 technical articles, manufacturer brochures and advertise-
ments were read, analyzed and documented. The list of references
consulted appears in the Appendix. Occasional references to this
list appear in the report in the form (10), which refers to refer-
ence number 10 in the list of references.
A data collection form was designed and utilized for recording
technical and price data for tapes, discs and drums. This data was
too detailed and voluminous to reproduce in this report. The raw
data forms can be made available should a need exist. The tables
and graphs which appear in the report are summaries of the raw data.
Performance measures were calculated for peripheral units and
related to each other and to cost in order to identify the ^
important performance parameters and the relationships between
performance and cost.
Navy users of plug compatible units were contacted by telephone
for the purpose of obtaining comments regarding implementation
experience with high density reolacement devices. A list of the
installations and computer configurations is contained in the
Appendix.
Personnel at ADPESO were contacted in order to obtain names of
plug compatible installations and contract and price information
regarding replacement equipment at these installations. ADPESO
contracts and pertinent articles were reviewed.
An important disclaimer to the information and conclusions which
appear in this report is that cost-performance data for various
manufacturer units are based on manufacturer specifications and
information which has appeared in technical journals and in the
industry press. No conclusions should be drawn from this report
concerning the actual or realizable cost-performance of installed
units. No quantitative data concerning the actual performance
of peripheral units in naval computer installations was available
Numerous subjective evaluations of equipment performance was pro-
vided by certain users. As explained later, this information is
suspect in certain respects. What the information does provide
is an indication of the availability of high density devices and
the potential for their application in naval ADP systems.
/
III. Major Findings
A. Magnetic Tape Units
1. Summary of Characteristics
It was found convenient to analyze and discuss magnetic tape
units in terms of IBM compatible groups. This is due to the
large plug-to-plug compatible market which has evolved in
recent years for tapes and other peripheral equipment. Plug-
to-plug compatible means that:
. tapes written on IBM units can be read by compatible
uni ts
. tapes written on compatible units can be read by IBM
units
. no changes in hardware or software in the IBM computer
system are necessary in order to operate compatible
tape units
In the case of tapes, technical characteristics among manu-
facturers are almost identical for a given IBM compatible
group. Differences in performance characteristics are between
rather than within compatible groups. Tape units were catego-








The tape units which were analyzed are listed in Table 1.
All tape units in the table are available with a recording
density of 1600 bpi. Thus, based on the definition used in
this report, all tapes in the sample are high density units.
All tape speeds in the sample equal or exceed 75 inches per
second. Table 2 shows the characteristics which are common
in each compatible group. Based on the contents of the table
and other information, IBM compatible tape characteristics
may be summarized as follows:
. Phase encoding is used with 9 track, 1600 bpi tapes
. NRZ recording is used with 9 track, 800 bpi and 7
track, 556 or 800 bpi tapes
. The following compatible groups provide single density
(1600 bpi) and dual density (800 and 1600 bpi).
TABLE 1
SELECTED MANUFACTURERS OF COMPATIBLE TAPE UNITS
Manufacturer
Tape Type and Model Number







TM 20245 TM 20247
Potter SC 2405 SC 2406 AT 2425 AT 2427 AT 3423 AT 3425 AT 3427
Telex 4852 4862 5420-5 5420-7
Texas Instruments 924-5 924-6 934-3 934-5 934-7
Storage Technology ST 2460 ST 2450 ST 2470 ST 3430 ST 3450 ST 3470
Data Processing
Financial & General
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. 2420-5 and 2420-7 groups provide only 1600 bpi density
for 9 track tapes
. In addition to providing dual density for 9 track tapes,
the 3420-3, 3420-5, and 3420-7 groups provide dual density
(556/800 bpi) for 7 track tapes. These tapes are compa-
tible with the IBM 729 series. It should be noted that
density specifications for 7 track tapes are in units of
7 bit (6 data plus 1 parity) frames per inch. These
densities must be multiplied by .75 in order to obtain
equivalent bytes per inch and transfer rates in bytes per
second. In Table 2, transfer rates are calculated in
terms of 417 bytes per inch (556 frames per inch) for 7
track tapes. These tapes can also be operated at single
density, 1600 bpi, 9 track, phase encoded.
. All tapes are one-half inches wide.
. All 9 track tapes employ a .60 inch inter- record gap.
. All 7 track tapes use a .75 inch inter- record gap.
. With one exception, all tapes can be read backwards.
. Automatic threading is available for all tapes in the
2420 and 3420 groups and for some tapes in the 2401
groups.
. The primary distinguishing technical feature among groups
is tape speed.
Since densities and inter-record gap sizes are standard for a
given number of tracks, the only parameter which contributes to
variations in transfer rate is tape speed. In addition, there
is a variation in rewind time of between .75 to 2.17 minutes.
When evaluating tape units, caution must be exercised in compar-
ing performance figures. Different recording techniques employ
different error checking and tape synchronization methods resul-
ting in a variation in the number of non-data characters per
block. Seven track NRZ tapes use five non-data characters per
block for error checking; nine track, NRZ tapes use 10 non-data
characters per block. Nine track phase encoded tapes use 82
non-data characters per block for synchronization purposes.
Also, different density tapes may use the same inter-record gap




-tapes with different densities to be considerably less than the
density ratios. Presented below is a comparison of three recor-
ding technique/track arrangements. The ratio of transfer rates
are computed using the same tape speed for each tape. For a
1000 byte record, a doubling of the density results in only a
45 per cent improvement in transfer rate; for a 100 byte record,

























* 800 - 6 bit frames per inch = 600 bytes per inch
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Another point is the importance of tape speed as a determinant of
tape performance. This point is illustrated in Figure 1, where
transfer rate for 1000 byte records is plotted against tape speed
for different densities and inter-record gap size. For example,
if the speed of an 800 bpi 9 track tape is increased from 100 to
200 inches per second, the transfer rate for 1000 byte records
will increase from 55 to 108 records per second (100 per cent
increase). However, increasing the density from 800 to 1600 bpi
for a speed of 100 inches per second, only increases transfer
rate from 55 to 82 records per second (50 per cent increase).
Also plotted in Figure 1 is reel capacity in number of 1000 byte
records as a function of density for two inter-record gap sizes.
Density, of course, is an important determinant of tape capacity.
Inter-record gap size is not important in determining capacity
for large record sizes but would be very important for short
records where its size is significant in relation to record size.
In summary, variations in performance among manufacturers is
negligible. This is to be expected, since the tape units in each
group were designed to be compatible with IBM. There is also a
great deal of standardization across compatible groups, with
speed being the primary and an important distinguishing feature.
2. Cost-Performance Relationships
In contrast to performance, price is definitely non-standard.
This is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, where rental rate is
plotted against selected performance factors. It can be seen
that there is a significant spread in rental rate, with IBM con-
sistently being the most expensive. The spread between IBM and
competitor prices is even more pronounced than Figures 2 and 3
indicate, since current prices are shown for IBM, whereas Octo-
ber 1970 prices are shown for independent peripheral manufacturers.
Since October 1970, price reductions have been made by the inde-
pendents. Current prices under ADPES0 contracts for selected
independents. are compared with current IBM prices in Table 3.
These prices apply to dual density (800/1600bpi ) , 9 track tapes.
IBM rentals are current price list rates. It is possible that
IBM prices would be lower for large quantities under an ADPES0
contract. Even allowing for this possibility, it is clear that
there is a substantial price difference between IBM and its com-
petitors. However, this is not to suggest that the price-perfor-
mance of independent units is superior to IBM. Other factors
must be considered. These are:
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$ 369 $ 446 7/21/71
$ 395 $ 515 6/16/71
$ 560 $ 860 6/71
Purchase Price
Ampex $12,121 $15,822 7/21/71
Potter $16,755 $18,200 6/16/71
IBM $21 ,630 $33,220
Monthly Maintenance
6/71
Ampex $ 82 $ 98 7/21/71
Potter $ 100 $ 105 6/16/71
IBM $ 84 $ 100 6/71




Quantitative reliability data were not available from manufacturer
specifications and user comments. However, with the possible
exception of differences in ouality of workmanship, there should
be no inherent reliability advantage of one tape over another,
since phase encoding is available for all tapes. Phase encoding
is superior to NRZ recording in that it has greater ability to
correctly read bits from adjacent frames in the presence of tape
s kew
.
Qualitative information concerning user reaction to the ADPESO
plug compatible tape procurement is contained in Section III, A, 4.
3. Navy Utilization of High Density Magnetic- Tapes
On 25 August 1970 ADPESO completed the largest computer peripheral
replacement award in the history of the ADP industry (Ref. 102, 103)
>/ This order included 558 tape drives. Tape drive awards were made
to Arnpex, Potter and Telex. The Telex order was for IBM 729 re-
placements only. ADPESO contracts specify guaranteed uptime of
95 per cent during the performance period and life of the contract.
One hour maintenance response time during the prime shift and two
hours at all other times, 24 hours per day, seven days per week
is also required. Since all the replacement tape units provide
high density recording (1600 bpi ) , it is clear that large scale
installation of high density tapes in the Navy is a reality. User
reaction to the tape portion of this procurement is covered in the
next section.
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4. User Comments on Compatibility, Reliability, and Service of
Compatible Tape Drives
Our user survey was of Navy and Marine ADP installations that
have recently acquired compatible tape drives. We feel that
the experience of these installations is more relevant to a
military ADP environment.
The installations surveyed, along with their hardward/software
configuration and major applications, are shown in Appendix A.
The survey encompassed a broad spectrum of both scientific and
commercial applications and large and small configurations.
The specific plug compatible tape drives surveyed are shown
below:
IBM
Dri ves Replaced B,Y
Replaced Number Make Model
729 V 14 Potter 729-5
729 VI 2 Potter 729-6
2 Midweste rn 4706
2 Telex 4700
2401-1 2 Potter SC2401
2401-2 9 o Potter SC2402
2401-3 14 Potter SC2403
14 Ampex TM1624 III
2401-5 17 Potter SC2405
5 Ampex TM1624 V
2401-6 11 Potter SC2406
a. Compatibility
None of the installations surveyed reported compatibility
problems. No major modifications to hardware, software or
the facility were required.
b. Reliability
Of 13 installations surveyed only 4 reported more reliabi-
lity problems than they had experienced with IBM drives.
These problems centered around 1) Read/write errors and
2) Mechanical failures such as head replacement.
c. Service
Only 4 of the installations surveyed rated the service
from the compatible vendor as good as IBM service. The
problems encountered are listed below in the order of fre-
quency of occurrence:
(1 ) Divided Service Responsibility
Four installations reported difficulty in pinpointing
system troubles to a specific vendor's hardware. This
created uncertainty over which vendor to call. Unnec-
essary expense was incurred when the wrong vendor was
18
(2) Customer Engineer Problems
Four installations believed that many of their problems
were due to the customer engineer assigned by the com-
patible vendor. Two of these installations felt that
the vendor's overall service policy and response to
service problems were good, but that their assigned
customer engineer was incapable.
(3.) Delays in Getting Spare Parts
Two installations reported delays in getting spare
parts. They felt that IBM had spares available on a
shorter lead time basis.
d. Conclusion of User Survey
There are several hazards in interpreting the data gathered
in the user survey.
(1) Subjective Data
Most of the data gathered was the opinion of the inter-
viewee. Few installations had collected data on the
compatible drives. Those that had some data on compa-
tible units did not have comparable data on their pre-
vious IBM units. Hence the study results reflect the
knowledge and memory of the interviewee.
(2) Position of the Interviewee
Persons interviewed included ADP Director, Operations
Manager, and Systems Analyst. The person selected
depended on his availability and his specific know-
ledge of the units under study. The results reflect
the perspectives of people at these various organiza-
tional levels.
(3) Prior Bias of the Interviewee
This problem is often called the "halo effect." Those
\J persons whose prior belief was that the switch to com-
patibles was a good idea, will recall information to
support that same belief. The converse may also be
true.
The above precautions notwithstanding, we think it is use-
ful to relate our general impressions. About 75 per cent
of the installations interviewed indicated that the compa-
tible tape drives were worthwhile considering the initial
cost savings. Some difficulties to be considered are:
(1) Increased Administrative Load
The use of compatible equipment creates an increased
contract administration burden. Also additional office
space is required for more customer engineers. This
burden falls on the individual commands.
(2) Divided Service Responsibility
One solution here is to call the compatible vendor
19
first when problems crop up. This has been done in
private business (Ref. 105). We understand that
ADPESO is working on guidelines in this area.
In summary, the users surveyed appeared to be satisfied
with their compatible tape drives despite the minor pro-
blems they create.
5. Tape Drive Availability Summary
The table below summarizes the availability of compatible
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1 . Summary of Characteristics of Equipment Available
a. Number of units compatible with each IBM model category:
Model Single Density Dual Density Higher Density
IBM 2311 17(7.25Mbytes)
IBM 2314 17(29Mbytes) 11(58M bytes) 4(116/232Mbytes)
IBM 3330 5(100Mbytes)
The classifications of single, dual and higher density pertain
to combinations of bits per inch and tracks per inch which pro-
vide the capacities shown in the above table.
b. Summary of the Characteristics of Each IBM Model Category .
The existing IBM disc drives shown in Table 4 form the basis
for comparing the compatible disc drives. Although compatibi-
lity will be defined in detail in section IV, basically, plug
compatibility implies that installing the new device does not
require any changes in hardware or software and performance
will not be degraded. A brief description of some of the less
obvious specifications listed in the table follows:
DENSITY: BPI - bits per inch
TPI - tracks per inch
RECORDING TECHNIQUE: NRZ (non-return to zero) results in each
recording of a change from a zero to a one or vice-versa to
be accomplished by a full flux transition.
# OF CYLINDERS: Equivalent to the number of tracks on a disk
surface.
FIXED HEAD: One read head per track; gives virtually instant
track selection.
MOVABLE HEAD: One or more read assemblies, each accessing
several tracks.
MIN/CONTR: Minimum capacity in MBYTES (10 6 - 8 bit bytes) for
a controller, usually equivalent to one drive's capacity.
MAX/CONTR: Maximum capacity in MBYTES for a controller, maxi-
mum configuration of drives per controller.
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MIN ACCESS TIME: The cylinder- to- cylinder access time; the
time in milliseconds to move the read/write reads from
one cylinder to an adjacent cylinder.
AVE ACCESS TIME: Average time in milliseconds to move the
read/write read from one cylinder to any other randomly
selected cylinder.
MAX ACCESS TIME: The full stroke access time; the time in
milliseconds to move the read/write reads from the inner-
most to the outermost cylinder.
AVE ROTATIONAL DELAY: One-half the rotation time in milli-
seconds, often referred to as the average latency time.
ROTATIONAL SPEED: Number of revolutions per minute of the
disc.
TRANSFER RATE: The rate in KBYTES (10
3
bytes) per second at
which data can be transferred to or from the disc drive,
once the read/write reads are positioned over the correct
cylinder and addressed record.
PURCHASE: Single unit purchase drive without maintenance.
RENTAL: Monthly unit rental with maintenance (single-shift)
included.
MAINTENANCE: Monthly payment necessary to obtain single-shift
(8 hours) maintenance of the purchased disc drive. This
figure includes parts and labor.
Since the project specified high density replacement disks, a
list of manufactures of single-density disk drives comoatible
with the IBM 2311 is not included in this report, although one
is available. No high density IBM 2311 compatibles were found,
Nor was the single density IBM 2314 included, which has 2000
BPI but only 100 TPI. The general performance characteristics
of each high density compatibility class is shown in Table 5.
The general characteristics and difference between individual
models will be discussed in the following sections.
22
TABLE 4









Removable or Fixed Pack







Ave. Access Time (MSEC)
Min. Access Time (MSEC)
Max. Access Time (MSEC)



















12.5 12.5 , 8.4
2400 2400 3600
156 312 806
Cost - Disk drive
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TABLE 4 (CONT)
Purchase 21 ,030 20,490 51 ,940
Rental (with maint) ($/M0N) 570 535 1,300
Maintenance ($/M0N) 55 75 170
Cost - Controller
Purchase
Rental (with maint) ($/M0N)
Maintenance (1 shift) ($/M0N)
21 ,790 56,810 95,880
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Min. Access Time (MSEC)
Max. Access Time (MSEC)
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a. IBM 2314 Dual Density Replacements
A list of the companies and the models of the 2314 disc drive
compatibles which are dual density is:
COMPANY DRIVE CONTROLLER
AMPEX DS 324
BASF SYSTEMS 214 1014
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS CD 22 CD14
CD 215 CD 1015
CENTURY DATA SYSTEMS CDS 214 CDS 1014A
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 23142
HITACHI H-85771-2 H85775
INFORMATION STORAGE SYSTEMS ISS 715
MARSHALL DATA SYSTEMS M2900 M2800
MEMOREX 665 661
TELEX 5625 5650
As implied, all dual density IBM 2314 replacements have a capacity
of 58 MBYTES per drive vs. 29 MBYTES for the 2314. This doubling
of capacity is achieved in a number of ways which will be discussed
later in section I. Basically, dual density is achieved by doubling
the number of tracks (or cylinders) and consequently the number of
tracks per inch. All of the above listed drives are
cept Memorex which doubles the bits per inch instead,




maintain the compatible data transfer rate of 312,000 BYTES/SEC.
The other drives have a rotational
transfer rate. The average access
ranges from 29 milliseconds (MSEC)
time ranges from 7 MSEC to 12 MSEC
from 55 MSEC to 55 MSEC. The average rotational delay is 12.5 MSEC
for all drives except Memorex which has an average rotational delay
of 25 MSEC.
speed of 2400 RPM for the same
time for the 2314 replacement
to 60 MSEC; the minimum access
the maximum access time ranges
The IBM 2314 replacements all have movable read mechanisms and re-
movable packs. Most units are able to use the IBM 2316 pack.
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All the above drives are IBM plug-to-plug compatible except for
the Information Storage System's (ISS), Telex and Ampex drives.
The ISS 715 is engineered for practical integration into existing
systems with minimum controller and programming changes. This
apparently means that ISS supplies the necessary modifications at
some extra charges (this may be wavered under an ADPESO Contract).
Telex supplies DOS and OS modifications at no extra charge. Ampex
offers compatibility with 4 drives; however, 8 drives require soft-
ward changes (apparently supplied by Ampex at some extra charge).
b. Higher Density IBM 2314 Replacements
COMPANY DRIVE CONTROLLER
CENTURY DATA SYSTEMS CDS 215






The higher density 2314 replacements recorded have a capacity per
drive of 116 MBYTES, except for the Data Products 314 which has a
capacity of 232 MBYTES per drive. The capacity per controller
reaches 1.8 billion bytes. The CDS 215 has a removable pack and
a movable read mechanism, while the Data Products 314 has a fixed
pack.
Hitachi and Century Data Systems offer plug-to-plug compatibility
with IBM 360 and 370 systems, while Data Products list their
higher density drives as 2314 replacements suggesting possible
software modifications.
The IBM 3330, and its compatible disk drives, are also a possible
replacement for the 2314 on Systems 360/85-195 and 370.




IBM 2314 REPLACEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Density Single Dual Hiqher
Capacity/drive (Mbytes) 29 58 116 232
Capacity/cyl (Kbytes) 145 145 280 145 280 unknown 312
No. cylinders 203 406 203 812 406** - 745
RPM 2400 2400 1200 2400 2400 - 600*
ave rotational delay (MS 12.5 12.5 25 12.5 12.5 - 50*
bpi 2000 2000 4000 2000 2200 unknown 6000*
No. Devices 17 10 1 1 1 1 1







Device No. - - - 7318 H-85771-4 - 314
* These values are estimates. They were calculated on the assumptions that
the disk diameters are the same as 2316 disk packs; the density is higher than 4000
bpi; and the speed is less than 1200 rpm and an integral fraction of 3600 rpm. The
first choice for the speed that satisfies these conditions is 600 rpm. Thus, using
the fact that 2400 rpm and 2000 bpi produces a transfer rate of 312 Kbytes/sec, and
that the Data Products transfer rate is 234 Kbytes/sec, the density was calculated
as
234 Kbytes/sec 2400 rpm
.
312 Kbytes/sec 600 rpm y v
It is believed the Data Products Corp does not advertise the bit density or the
rotational speed because it would then be easy to calculate the high rotational delay
** Two high density disk drives on a single spindle. This means that each
cylinder has 40 surfaces instead of 20. It will not accept 2316 disk packs.
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c. IBM 3330 Replacements
COMPANY DRIVE CONTROLLER
CENTURY DATA SYSTEMS CDS 230 CDC 1030
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 9750
MEMOREX 670 671
POTTER DD 4330 DC 5830
TELEX 6330
CAELUS CMCX 3330 DISC PACK
The IBM 3330 and its replacements feature 100 MBYTES capacity
per drive, reaching a maximum of 800 MBYTES per controller
(8 drives). The CDS 1030 controller can operate 2, 4, 6 or 8
drives. The Potter DD 4330 is a 2-drive unit, using 4 DD 4330's
for a complete system. Memorex allows further flexibility in
that its 671 controller can have a configuration of from 1 to 8
drives. All the models can use the IBM 3336 disc pack, except for
the Memorex 670 drive which uses its own MARK TEN disc pack. Con-
sequently, the packs are all removable and the drives all have a
movable read head mechanism.
The average access time for the IBM 3330 replacement ranges from
25 to 30 MSEC. The data transfer rate is 806,000 BYTES/SEC. All
of the models feature plug-to-plug compatibility with IBM 360 and
370 systems, except for the CDC 9750 which might need software
modifications. The earliest available 3330 replacement model is
the CDS 230, scheduled for delivery in March 1972.
As an added note, Caelus offers the CMCX 3330 disc pack which is
100 percent compatible with the IBM 3336 disc pack. The CMCX 3330
has a storage capacity of 100 MBYTES. Each disk surface within the
pack can contain up to 404 primary tracks with an additional seven
tracks available as alternates. Track density is approximately 200
tracks per inch; bit density is a maximum of 4040 bits per inch.
d. Access Time Summary
The minimum, average and maximum access times are summarized as a
function of capacity per controller for all classes of IBM 2314
replacements (replacement of 2314 's by 3330's is restricted to
system 360/85 - 195 and system 370) in Figure 4. This information
is plotted for all devices from all suppliers but in some cases
only average access times were available. The reduction obtained
in average access time with 2314 replacements is shown in Figure 4.
This is in addition to the added capacity. The higher density 2314
replacements, due to their higher capacity, have a higher average
access time than the IBM 2314 dual density replacements. Also of
interest is the similarity between the IBM 3330 and its replacements
29
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The 2314 dual density replacement price is about $15,000 per drive
versus $20,490 per IBM 2314 drive. Where the independent manufac-
turer provides a controller, its price is about $54,000 versus
$56,810 for the IBM 2314 controller. The higher density 2314 re-
placement which features the 116 MBYTE capacity per drive is
quoted at $26,000 per drive. The 3330 replacements are adver-
tised at a savings of from 8 to 18% over the IBM 3330.
b. Rent
The rental prices quoted include a one shift (8 hour) maintenance.
The 2314 dual density replacement drive rents for about $525 per
month versus $535 per month for the IBM 2314. Where controllers
are offered, the rent is $1,210 per month as opposed to $1,480 for
the IBM controller. In a configuration of one' controller, eight
drives and a spare, the 2314 replacements rent for about $4,725
per month.
c. Maintenance
Maintenance costs are for a one shift per day monthly rate for any
purchased disc system. The 2314 dual density replacements have an
average maintenance cost of $78 per month for a drive and $64 per
month for a controller. The charge is $75 per month for a drive
and $60 per month for a controller. Thus, there is very little
saving in maintenance cost. However, there can be a considerable
saving in purchase price or rental by using compatible devices.
4. Performance/Cost Summary
a. Purchase Cost Versus Capacity
Figure 5 is a plot of purchase cost for 8 drives and a controller
versus the capacity of 8 drives over all models. As would be ex-
pected the cost generally goes up as the capacity is increased. In
the case of the 2314 dual density replacements, however, a double
capacity is obtained for the same price. Century Data Systems offers
a drive with four times the 2314 capacity at about the same price as
the double density 2314 replacements. Again, it can be seen that the
IBM 3330 does not differ appreciably from its replacements in the cost
versus capacity category.
Figure 6 was developed to get a better cost/capacity correlation
among all models. Figure 6 is a plot of the purchase cost/MBYTE
versus the .capacity for 8 drives. It is obvious from the figure
that for large capacity systems, a cost savings of three to five
^ times can be achieved by buying 2314 replacements. Considering the
wide range of capacities of the different replacement groups, there
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high capacity and competitive cost/MBYTE of the IBM 2314 higher
density replacements, especially Century Data 215, as compared
to the IBM 3330 and its replacements. Again, the IBM 3330 does
not significantly differ in price-performance from its replace-
ments.
b. Purchase Cost Versus Average Access Time :
Figure 7 is a plot of the purchase cost of 8 drives and 1 con-
troller versus the average access time in milliseconds over all
models. Evident again is the advantage of the IBM 2314 dual den-
sity replacements over the IBM 2314. Based on cost, the 2314
dual density replacements are better than the 3330 replacements
for the same approximate average access time of 30 milliseconds.
The IBM 2314 higher density replacements do not compare favorably
due to their high cost and relatively high access time. The higher
density Century Data Systems 215 has better price-performance than
the two higher density replacements offered by Data Products. The
IBM 3330 and its replacements differ slightly in price-performance.
Figure 8 is a plot of the purchase cost/MBYTE versus average access
time in milliseconds over all models. From the figure, it is ob-
vious that an access time of about half that of IBM 2314 can be ob-
tained with the replacements, as well as the three to five time
cost saving mentioned previously. It is interesting to note the
cluster of points between 27 and 40 milliseconds and between 370
and 440 dollars per MBYTE. Obviously, there is no appreciable
difference between the IBM 2314 replacements and the IBM 3330 and
its replacements, when considering these parameters. Of special
interest again is the favorable performance of the Century Data
Systems 215, which is about one-fifth the cost/capacity and has
about one-half the access time of the IBM 2314.
J4
(J3uoo x + S3ATJQ 8) 3 S°3 ssptpjna
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User Comments on Compatibility Reliability, Service and
Performance of Compatible Disc Drives
Information on the installations surveyed in this section is
listed in Appendix A.
The specific plug compatible disc drives and controllers included
in this survey appear below.
Replaced Gear Replacement Gear
Make Model Number Make Model
IBM 2311 8 Potter 4311
IBM 2314 1 Memo rex 661
7 Potter 5314
8 Calcomp CD14
IBM 2312 8 Memorex 660
58 Potter 4314
48 Calcomp CD12
IBM 2318 8 Calcomp CD22
Univac Fastrand Data Products Disc
a. Performance
Only one installation in our survey reported any noticeable
difference in throughput and response times from the faster
plug compatible disc drives. Reliable data was scarce in
this area. Another installation used a monitor to detect
efficiencies of the Calcomp CD12 (average access time of
33 ms) over the IBM 2314 (average access time of 60 ms).
The monitor showed no differences in throughput or elapsed
time for the jobs at that installation. Other advantages of
the plug compatible discs were more flexible floor layouts
due to modular design and faster up time after a disc pack
change.
b. Compatibility
None of the installations surveyed required any major modi-
fications to hardware, software, or the facility. At two
installations the vendor exceeded the acceptance period by
several months. Also another two installations suspected
that some of their disc problems resulted from incompatibi-
lity between the CPU and the compatible controller. Currently
they have no facts to support this suspicion.
c. Reliability
A disproportionate number of installations reported serious
and continuing problems with their compatible disc units.
All compatible equipment had to meet the 95 per cent up time
requirement for the acceptance period. Installations felt,
however, that the 95 per cent figure was too low. Equipment
could be down a full hour out of a day and still meet the
37
criterion. Persons interviewed felt that problems with
the compatible disc units far exceeded those with IBM
equipment.
(1) Six reported frequent head crushes. Three of these
indicated that heads had been replaced several times.
(2) Five reported significant and recurring seek and
read/write failures.
(3) Two reported controller problems.
d. Service
Since service is vendor related the comments on service on
page 17 apply here.
e. Conclusion of User Survey
The hazards of interpreting data from the user survey are
listed on page 18. Nevertheless we feel that a general sum-
mary is useful. While we felt that most compatible tape
unit users were satisfied with their gear, it is apparent
that well over half of the compatible disc unit users are not,
A few interviewees were adamant in their complaints and
recounted attempts at getting the compatible disc units
removed. Others believed that severe pressure on compatible
vendors through regional and national offices was necessary
to resolve their difficulties. Several installations repor-
ted that any initial cost savings on the compatibles was
lost due to increased down time and job reruns. One instal-
lations reported that the compatible discs were too unreli-
able to use for storage of the operating system.
Only one installation using Univac compatible disc units
was surveyed. They are pleased with all aspects of their
plug compatible equipment.
Articles in the popular literature on user experience with
compatible disc units are scarce. A survey was done by Com-
puterworld on compatible users in banking and finance,
insurance, manufacturing, government, and research. (104.)
This survey characterized the compatible disc user as a
satisfied customer. It listed advantages for the compati-
bles in throughput, elapsed time, reliability, service and
cost. No user in the Ccmputerworld survey reported any sig-
nificant problems. All said that they would recommend the
compatible units to others.
We can suggest two possible reconciliations between the
results of our survey and those of the Computerworld survey.
The use of plug compatible units in the Navy has been rela-
tively recent. The installations contacted mav still be
experiencing start-up problems. Some users in the Computer-
world survey did indicate initial implementation problems.
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Another factor may be psychological. The Navy purchased
the compatible units centrally. If the individual installa-
tion had little participation in the decision, they may be
resisting this change. Private ADP installations in the
Computerworld survey may have been responsible for the deci-
sion to switch to compatibles, and therefore will work har-
der to make the decision pay off.
6. Disc Unit Availability Summary
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C. Drums - Univac Compatibles
1
.
Summary of Equipment Available
This section will present the replacement equipment for the Univac
Fastrand drums. Unfortunately there are still very few competitors
to the Univac large back-up storage devices compared to the number
of IBM competitors, and yet there are some significant advantages of
the Univac compatibles over the original drums.
There are only three companies offering replacement devices that are
compatible with the Univac Fastrand drums. These are Ampex Corp
with its Amprand II and Amprand III, California Computer Products
with its Calcomp 1144DS (two configurations), and Data Products with
its DP 7010 and DP 7114. All these units are disk replacements that
are plug compatible with the Univac Fastrand II or Fastrand III, and
offer significant performance and price advantages. Also, the disks
are often claimed to be more reliable than the Fastrand drums.
One major difficulty in completing this portion of the report is the
lack of data in the literature. This is probably because of the
very few competitors, and these were only recently announced.
2. Performance Summary
Table 7 shows the major performance characteristics of the Fastrand
drums and their compatible devices. Note that the DP 7010 is a non-
removable disk drive, while the others have removable disk packs.
Table 8 shows the access times for drums and their replacements. Of
particular significance is that when Univac quotes access time of 5
to 155 MSEC, they mean total access time, including rotational time
as well as head positioning time, whereas IBM and its competitors use
access time to mean arm positioning time only. (This table also shows
some of the difficulties of acquiring data.) Figure 9 shows the
average access time versus capacity (in terms of single drum equiva-
lent) for Fastrand and its competitors.
3. Cost Summary
Table 9 summarizes the cost data for the Univac replacements. In
several cases the purchase prices were quoted as 20% or 35% below
Univac 's and this was used to calculate cost. Also the rental for the
smallest unit (a drum replacement and a controller) is more often
quoted than the rental for separate units or the purchase prices.
Figure 10 shows the monthly rental of a single drum replacement and
controller as a function of capacity for all devices, whereas
Figure 11 shows the same data but as rental cost per million words of
storage capacity. All capacities assume 30-bit words for the Univac
494 computer. 'Figure 11 shows significant cost advantages of the Data
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ACCESS TIMES FOR DRUMS AND REPLACEMENTS
(milliseconds)
Device




Min Ave Max Min Ave Max
Fastran II 30 57 86 35 5 92 155
Amprand II 8 32 55 12.5 -- 44.5 80
Calcomp 1144DS 10 32.5 55 12.5 10 45 80
Fastran III 30 57 86 35 5 92 155
Amprand III 8 32 55 12.5 — 44.5 80
DP 7010 55 17 72
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Fastrand II $4870 $188 $ 925,555 $4.47
Amprand II 3850 149 740,000* 3.58*
Calcomp 1144DS 3850+ 149
Fastrand III 6045 155 1,753,410 5.65
Amprand III 4700 121 1,402,000* 4.53*
DP 7010 2240 86.5 852,600** 2.06
DP 7114 4225 82 1,140,000++ 2.75
* Ampex claims they will hold their prices 20% under Uni vac's.
** Dual controller (not confirmed but judged by price).
+ Without maintenance; maintenance on order of $300/month.
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4. Cost/Performance Summary
Figures 12 and 13 show the relative cost per million words as a
function of access time and transfer rate, respectively, concerning
performance, Ampex disk drives are superior in both access time and
transfer rates to the Fastrand (Ampex claims double the performance).
However, Data Products' units also offer higher transfer rates, than
Fastrand, and approximately the same access time, but at a much lower
cost.
5. Comparison of Cost/Performance of Univac and IBM Replacements
In order to compare Univac drum replacements with IBM disk replace-
ments, and to judge the possibility of additional Univac competition,
a plot of the cost per million words versus capacity was made for
Univac replacement and IBM replacement categories (Figure 14). (It
should be noted that the cost data for the Univac replacements may
not be very accurate since they were quoted as 20% and 35% under
Univac's. See Table 9.) The only Univac compatible devices that
are cost competitive with the IBM replacements are the Data Products
DP7114 and DP7010. Univac has purchased the right to sell the DP7114.
In all other cases there is always a possible 2 to 1 cost difference y ?
between Univac's competition and IBM's. This would seem to leave
ample room for other competitors, and announcements are expected in
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D. Super Density Systems
This section will present another form of storage device, the massive
store cr trillion bit memory. These memories are not intended to
replace disk or drum memories, although they may replace tape systems.
They are primarily intended to provide storage for massive amounts of
data requiring average access times of 1 to 20 seconds.
These super density magnetic tape devices use recording densities of
160,000 to one million bits per square inch. Even at these densities,
all units use electromechanical mechanisms to access the necessary
recording area for the trillion bit capacities. This is not surprising
when one visualizes the amount of data in a trillion bits.
In order to judge the relative size of a trillion bits of data the
following comparisons are given. A trillion bits is equivalent to:
2,900 1600 bpi fully recorded 2400' tapes, or
3,500 2314 disk packs, or
1 ,000 3330 disk packs, or
950 Fastrand II drums, or
250 2321 data cells (400 Mbyte Units)
Most potential users are likely to be looking for a minimum capacity
system priced at $300,000 to $500,000 instead of a maximum capacity
system.
Other information on these massive storage devices is shown in Table
10. Three other systems which have not been included in Table 10 are
Unidara military oriented system designed by General Dynamics that
uses 693,000 bits per square inch, Digi packer designed by Ardist Co.
with approximately 6000 to 10,000 bpi and used by the Navy at Johns-
ville, and a system similar to Unicon 690 proposed by Foto-mem (119).
Thus far no reliability figures and little user experience data are
available for these massive memories.
In addition to reliability considerations, long access time is a pro-
blem. Before these devices are selected for primary storage medium,
an analysis will have to be made to determine which applications can
tolerate two orders of magnitude of degradation in access time from
30 MSEC to at least 3 seconds in order to achieve the massive capaci-



















IV. High Density Recording Technology
A. Definitions of Compatibility
Plug compatibility, or plug-to-plug compatibility, shall be evaluated
in the following three aspects; hardware, software and performance.
A new peripheral device is hardware compatible with another device if
\
the new device is physically and electrically interchangeable with
that device and neither the peripheral nor the equipment to which it
connects requires any modification in order to effect the replacement.
This requirement usually includes the ability to read the same media
without rerecording or other conversion. A new peripheral device is
software compatible with another device if the device functions pro-
perly within the computer system without any modification or changes
to the operating system, utility and diagnostic programs, input/output
driver programs, and user programs. This implies that the peripheral
will accept all standard function codes and formats and respond will
all the standard control resoonses and formats at the appropriate logic
levels and timing intervals. A new peripheral devices is performance
compati Me with another device if the new device has performance char-
acteristics that will not degrade the computer system operating charac-
teristics in any manner. (1) This definition allows equal or better
performance. In order to be plug compatible a new device must satisfy
all three compatibility conditions.
If a device is not compatible in all three aspects the discrepancies
and probably corrective action will be discussed in the text.
A tape transport is said to be IBM compatible if any tape recorded on
that transport can be read on a similar type IBM transport, and if tapes
recorded on the IBM transport can be read on the transport under consi-
deration. What this is really saying is that compatibility will permit
completely free interchangeability of tapes between transports regard-
less of who manufactured them.
IBM compatible should not be confused with IBM plug compatible. The
first is limited to the interchangeability of tapes; the second relates
to the interchangeability of both tapes (or disk packs) and the trans-
port system—transports , controllers, interfacing.
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B. Standard Recording Techniques
The common magnetic recording techniques are non-return-to-zero (NRZ),
non-return-to-zero-mark or non-return-to-zero inverted (NRZ1), and the
bi-phase or phase-encoding (PE). NRZ and NRZ1 both use saturation
recording, i.e., each recorded pulse saturates the oxide on the tape
completely and no part of the tape or disk is partially recorded or
unrecorded. In standard NRZ, each recording of a change from a zero
to a one or vice-versa is indicated by a full flux transition. In
this system a string of ones will show no transitions, nor will a
string of zeros. However, a transition will take place each time a
one follows a zero or a zero follows a one. On the other hand, the
NRZ1 has a flux transition for each one, with no transition for a
zero. This method is efficient, relatively error free, capable of
densities up to 1000 bpi (with standard decording schemes; see below)
and represents the bulk of present day digital recordings used on
computers. Both NRZ and NRZ1 encoding share one common problem which
affects data accuracy. In NRZ a long string of zeros or ones, and in
NRZ1 a long string of zeros, result in signal pulses of extremely long
duration. This means that the detection circuit must have a wide band-
width in order to accept very low frequencies as well as high frequen-
cies (when successive bits alternate) which results in high noise lev-
els. Another disadvantage is that computer recording formats must
ensure that there is one pulse change on one of the 7 or 9 tracks for
every bit cell in order to synchronize the receiver with the recorded
pulses.
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C. High-Density Recording Techniques
1.
" NRZ Recording at 3000 bpi
Schmitt and Melsa have presented two methods of obtaining low
error rates with NRZ encoding for densities up to 3000 bpi. They
stated that for densities up to 1000 bpi a simple integrate and
dump detection (reading) scheme would produce less than one error
in 10* bits (with signal-to-noise ratios of 16 decibels), but for
higher densities a double sided intersymbol interference detector
or a maximum a posteriori processor could be used to achieve the
same error rate of one error in one billion bits with non-return-
to-zero coding. They also showed that error rates for these two
detectors were minimum for 2400 to 3000 bpi and quite usable up to
5000 bpi. They developed formulae for calculating error rates and
verified their theoretical results using a magnetic disk (108).
2. Phase-Encoding Saturated Recording
In order to overcome the deficiencies of NRZ and NRZ1 encoding dis-
cussed above, another saturation recording technique provides at
least one flux transition for each bit cell. Various codes called
phase-encoding, bi-phase, Manchester, split-frequency, Harvard,
etc., have been used for recording on tape. Since both phase-
encoding and bi-phase are used extensively and provide high relia-
bility, they will be discussed in more detail.
The j^sj^en coding technique represents a one as being a positive
pulse and a zero as being a negative pulse. Since a lack of data
causes no pulse to be generated, this method allows a positive
distinction to be made between a "no bit" and a zero bit, which
could not be done with NRZ! recording. Also this technique requires
a phase reversal to the "no bit" condition after each bit so that
sequenial ones or zeros can be recorded. Thus 1600 bpi phase-
encoded tapes actually have 3200 phase reversal compared to 800
phase reversals per inch with 800 bpi NRZ1 tapes.
The positive identification of a missing bit, combined with a ver-
tical parity check, permits the correction of single bit errors
without interrupting the data input. One of the significant ways
in which phase-encoding differs from NRZ1 is in the handling of
vertical redundancy checking after writing. The NRZ1 drives per-
form a read-after-write check to determine if parity is correct,
while the phase-encoding units perform both envelop checking and
multiple-track error checking to detect weak signals on any track
and abnormal changes in data rate while writing, respectively.
During reading, multiple-track error checking procedures are used
to detect weak signals from two or more tracks, while single-track
error correction is made by searching for the absence of a flux
reversal in any data frame in any one track and then automatically
regenerating the missing bit (110).
One disadvantage which is a concern to some users is that the fas-
ter drives may cause more strain of the magnetic tape which may
lead to nremature taoe failure due to tape stretching, but no sta-
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ti sties are available.
3. Bi-Phase Saturated Recording
The bi-phase saturated recording technique is very similar to the
phase-encoding and share many of the same advantages over NRZ recor-
ding. Bi-phase recording uses two flux changes per bit cell to
represent a one and one flux change to represent a zero. The dis-
tinguishing feature of bi-Dhase technique is that only two fundamen-
tal frequencies are present: the frequency f for zero and 2f
for one. With NRZ1 recording the frequency spectrum is much grea-
ter because a string of zeros can result in an output signal approa-
ching dc, while a string of ones will result in a high frequency
signal dependent of recording density and tape speed. The narrower
bandwidth achieved in bi-phase recording results in improved signal-
to-noise ratios. Narrow bandwidth also permits head response to be
tailored for maximum output at the two frequencies, and steep wave-
forms with sharp zero crossings are obtained. These are easily
detected and reduce the error rate especially at low signal levels.
In practical systems, the bi-phase recording technique results in
double the packing density at the same bit accuracy when compared
to NRZ1 recording. Saturation bi-phase recorders can achieve pack-
ing densities up to 35Q0 bpi with error rates below 1 in 10° bits
(107). They require more comnlex electronic circuits, not only for
the recording and reproducing process but also for coding and decoding
the basic binary data.
New techniques of nonsaturation recording have recently been devel-
oped for higher capacity, higher transfer rate, and with better data
accuracy. These methods are expected to supplement rather than sup-
plant the older methods.
4. Bi-Phase Nonsaturation Recording
In saturation recording, head current is sufficient to completely
magnetize the tape to positive or negative polarity. Carrier modu-
lated recording, on the other hand, depends upon preservation of the
amplitude, frequency, and phase angle of the signal for its informa-
tion content and does not need to saturate the tape. Bi-phase infor-
mation may be recorded by either saturation or carrier modulation
techniques. For standard recording tapes, bit density in saturation
recording is limited by the oxide thickness. With a 0.5 mil thick
oxide, density is limited to approximately 850 bpi, while with 0.21
mil thick tape approximately 3,000 bpi is possible. Nonsaturation
recording is not limited in packing density by tape thickness, and by
applying these techniques to bi-phase digital information, certain
advantages are obtained over conventional saturation techniques.
To implement the nonsaturation technique, incoming bi-Dhase encoded
signal is filtered to remove its harmonic content and correct its
phase. The corrected, filtered signal is then mixed with a high fre-
quency bias signal, approximately 8 to 10 times the highest fundamen-
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tal data frequency, and fed through the direct record amplifier to
the tape heads. A flat-flux, low-distortion, high-packing density
recording is made.
Reproduction takes place with the head output equalized across the
desired bandwidth with a low distortion pre-amplifier. This signal
is fed to a bandpass filter which limits the passband for improved
signal-to-noise and equalizes the signal phase to retain the inte-
grity of the recorded signal. A hard limiter, as conventionally
utilized in wideband FM discriminators, detects the zero crossings,
and the signal is restored to its original state.
With a dynamic range of approximately 60 dB, minimum susceptibility
to dropouts is achieved, and packing densities of up to 16,000 bpi
,
with a bit error rate of 1 in 108 , are attained (107).
In recorders required to operate under environmental stresses for
long unattended periods, a lower bit packing density becomes desir-
able. A density on the order of 7,000 bits per inch offers ample
margin for good reliability and data accuracy.
A demonstration of the bi-phase nonsaturation recording for high
density recording was made recently by Kinelogic Corp. of Pasadena,
California. Using recently developed electronic components employ-
ing standard components, they were able to record data at 6000 bpi
at 30 ips, with an error rate of less than 1 in 10°. Using the same
electronics and operating at 15 ips, a conventional recorder was
able to write and read serial data 12,000 bpi, with an error rate of




D. Five Methods of Achieving Double Density on Disks
The ability of a 2316 disk pack to store 58 million bytes instead of
29 million has been referred to as double density, double capacity
and dual-cylinder density. This increase in storage capacity requires
a physical change in the data recording equipment, specifically the
disk drive and possibly the controller, but no change in the 2316 disk
pack. Of prime concern in the double density environment is the ability
to execute existing system and application software without modification.
The distinguishing features of the five basic physical methods for dou-
bling the capacity of a 2316 disk pack are summarized in Table 11
The first method is accomplished by reducing the rotational speed of the
disk by one half, thereby allowing for doubling the data recording den-
sity. This method requires software modification to existing operating
systems because twice as much information is written on each disk track,
i.e., a physical record is twice as long. The major problem with this
method is that reducing the rotational speed to 1200 rpm doubles the
average latency time to 25 MSEC. Before deciding to use a drive of this
type, a search monitoring program should be used to determine the effect
of doubling the average rotational delay and potentially doubling the
search time. The Memorex 3665 uses this method.
The second method does not alter the rotational speed of the disk, but
it does double the recording density. This method increases the I/O
transfer rate to 624 KBYTES/SEC and is therefore limited to IBM 360/65
systems and above. None of the recorded compatible disk drives use this
method.
The remaining three methods use 406 cylinders and double the tracks per
inch, but use different organizations. The third method organizes the
disk pack as having twice the number of cylinders. The data management
routines in the system software must be modified to use the space avail-
able; i.e. space availability is determined by examining the VTOC (volume
table of contents) and use a base of 203 cylinders for necessary calcu-
lations. Other modifications are required to access methods and 1/0
supervision. Telex 6330 uses this method.
The fourth method uses 406 cylinders also, but divides them into two
logical halves which are addressed as two separate disk packs. The
major advantage of this method is that no software modifications are
required. The major disadvantage of this method is that 200 cylinders
must be transfersed in order to access the other logical unit. From an
examination of the seek timing graph, about 80% of the arm positioning
time is expended in transversing the first 200 cylinders, especially if
the VTOC remain on cylinder of both units. This time can be reduced
if the VTOC of the first logical unit is on cylinder 199 and the VTOC
of the second logical unit is on its cylinder 0. The effect of having
nonstandard VTOC's must now be evaluated to determine the extent of sys-
tem and operational repercussions. Control Data 23142 and Marshall Data




















































































































































































The fifth method also uses 406 cylinders divided into two logical units
but in this method the cylinders are interleaved rather that split into
two continguous segments. As with the previous method, no software
modifications are required. By interleaving the cylinders, data sets
can be physically placed for optimum access. If the centers of acti-
vity of two data sets are the same, then this method will produce equal
or better access time compared to two separate disk drives; and ^ery
little, if any, system degradation will occur. The fifth method is the
only one that can read disk packs that were written on single density
drives. This is a very powerful feature for file conversion and pro-
vides some compatibility. Calcomp CD22 uses this method for achieving
double density disks.
Although most of the double density devices in this report use the
fourth or fifth method, there is insufficient information in the liter-
ature to distinguish between the two methods for the other devices.
E. Drive Technology and Mechanization
The significant technical advances in the design of tape drives and
disk drives are shown in Tables 12 and 13, respectively, along
with the advantages of each feature. These new features often give





..Old (poor) New (better) Advantages
NRZ recording Phase encoding Higher density, lower
error rates
Pinch roller drive presses
tape against a rotating
capstan
Low inertia motor starts
and stops to control
tape movement
Does not press dirt into
tapes, more gentle tape
handling and more repeat-
able start-stop perfor-
mance (on IBM 2420)





in tape speed and gener-
ates corrective signals.
Does not apply Incremental tape drives
use stepping motors and
low inertia motors
Can record one character
at a time and remain
stationary waiting for
the next one.









reduced wear and reduced
size.
Does not apply Long-life recording
heads
Shows negligible wear
after 2000 hours of
operation.
Constant rpm rewind Rewind speed controlled
by servo-type system
Constant tape speed
instead of variable and
very high tape speed.





Fixed Heads Heads moved out of way
during rewind
Reduces tape wear
Each tape drive connected
to the control unit seri-





Any tape drive can be
taken out of operation
for maintenance without
changing cables or inter-
rupting the control unit
or other tape drives.
Analog to digital conver-
sion in control unit
Analog to digital con-
version in tape drive
itself





Old (poor) New (better) Advantages
Hydraulic activated servo Voice coil activated Low access time,
simplier and lower cost.
Electro-mechanical detent-
ing to check position of
head
Electronic detenting Higher reliability;
operates faster, silent-




Head to surface position-
ing by flying head design
Lower distance between
he,ad and disk surface.
Head is supported 60 to
200 microinches above
surface by the airstream




the disk is sent back
to computer
— .
Al lows data to be pre-
sorted so that the re-
cord nearest the head
can be requested first.






Based on the information which was provided in the previous sections, conclusions
appear below segregated by type of peripheral unit. These conclusions are based
on published design specifications and do not necessarily reflect differences in
actual performance and cost-performance of installed units.
A. Magnetic Tape Units
The magnetic tape units which were surveyed consist of units compatible with
the IBM 2401-5, 2401-6, 2420-5, 2420-7, 3420-3, 3420-5, and 3420-7.
1. It was found that there are no significant performance differences
within each compatible group.
2. In addition, there is a great deal of performance compatibility
across compatible groups, except for tape speed. Thus, transfer
rate is the only throughput factor which differs significantly
among groups.
3. Compatible unit prices are lower than IBM prices in all groups.
4. The cost-performance of the IBM 3420 group is superior to the cost
performance of the IBM 2401 group and the IBM 2420 group.





Dual Density IBM 2314 Replacements (58 MBYTES per drive)
Compatible equipment is superior to the IBM 2314 with respect to
access time (one-half) and capacity (double). Compatible units are
three to five times better than the IBM 2314 on a price per BYTE
basis and, in general, are less expensive than the IBM units.
2. Higher Density IBM 2314 Replacements (116 or 232 MBYTES per drive)
Compatible equipment has a slight advantage over the IBM 2314 with
respect to access time and a capacity 4 to 8 times greater. The cost
per BYTE of compatible equipment is 3 to 5 times lower than the IBM
2314 cost per BYTE. The price of compatible units varies from 1.2
to 7 times the IBM 2314 prices, depending upon the capacity of the
compatible unit.
3. IBM 3330 Replacements (100 MBYTES per drive)
In contrast to the first two disc drive groups, compatible units do
not provide performance and performance-cost advantages with respect
to the IBM 3330. There are no significant differences in access time,
capacity or cost per BYTE among the various units. The IBM 3330 is
about in the middle of the price range of the compatible units.
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4. Comparison Across Replacement Groups
When a comparison is made across replacement groups the following
patterns emerge:
a. Access Time
Access time is ranked below in order of shortest to longest
access time.
. IBM 3330 Replacement, IBM 3330 and Dual Density IBM 2314
Replacements
.
. Higher Density IBM 2314 Replacements
. IBM 2314
b. Capacity
Storage capacity is ranked below in order of largest to
smallest capacity.
. Higher Density IBM 2314 Replacements
. IBM 3330 Replacements and IBM 3330
. Dual Density IBM 2314 Replacements
. IBM 2314
c. Cost
Cost is ranked below in order of least expensive to most expensive,
Dual Density IBM 2314 Replacements
IBM 2314
Higher Density IBM 2314 Replacements (116 MBYTES per drive)
IBM 3330 Replacements and IBM 3330
Higher Density IBM 2314 Replacements (232 MBYTES per drive)
d. Cost/BYTE
Cost per BYTE is ranked below in order of lowest to highest cost
per BYTE.
. Higher Density IBM 2314 Replacements (116 MBYTES per drive)
. Dual Density IBM 2314 Replacements, IBM 3330 Replacements,
IBM 3330 and Higher Density IBM 2314 Replacements (232 MBYTES
per drive)
. IBM 2314
Navy users of IBM compatible disc units report many difficulties with
respect to equipment reliability. In general, there was no increase
in throughput or decrease in response time noted.
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C. Drum Units
The drum units which were surveyed, consist of units compatible with the
Univac Fastrand II and Fastrand III drums.
1. Compatible unit performance is superior to the Univac Fastrand II
and Fastrand III with respect to cost per word and transfer rate.
The cost of compatible units is also lower.
2. The storage capacity of compatible units equals or exceeds the storage
capacity of Fastrand units.
3. There is no significant difference in access time among the units. ^
4. In general, IBM disc compatible cost per word is lower than Univac
drum compatible cost per word. Also, the IBM disc compatibles have
shorter access times and faster transfer rates than the Univac drum
compatibles. The storage capacity of Higher Density IBM 2314 units
is about the same as the Univac drum compatibles capacity. Based on
these comparisons, the IBM disc compatibles appear to provide superior
cost/performance in relation to Univac drum compatibles.
D. As evidenced by the ADPESO contracts and other user installations, high
density units are readily available; they have been installed in large
numbers; but the extent of realized improvements in performance, true
cost reductions and increased reliability is in doubt due to the lack
of quantitative data from user installations. In order to overcome this
difficulty, it is recommended that during the next phase an opportunity
be provided to visit selected user installations in an attempt to obtain
definitive performance and reliability data.
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